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11 June
Asian stocks pared yesterday’s biggest gain in four months and oil 
dropped to its lowest since October amid doubt that Spain’s 100 billion 
euro ($125 billion) bailout will halt the debt crisis. The yen strengthened.

Japanese stocks fell, paring yesterday’s gains, as surging Spanish and 
Italian bond yields stoked concern Europe’s latest bailout won’t ease 
the region’s debt crisis.

Treasuries held onto gains from the past three days on speculation 
Spain’s bailout request for its banks will fail to keep Europe’s debt crisis 
from spreading.

The yen remained higher against the euro following a two-day 
advance amid concern the bailout of Spain’s banks will move Italy 
to the forefront of the debt crisis, spurring demand for the Japanese 
currency as a haven.

12 June
Treasuries rose, snapping a decline from yesterday, on speculation 
data today will show U.S. retail sales fell for the first time in a year, 
supporting the case for the Federal Reserve to expand stimulus 
measures.

The yen and dollar remained lower following declines yesterday 
against most of their major peers as Asian stocks snapped a loss, 
damping demand for the currencies as havens.

Oil fell as much 0.4 percent to $82.96 a barrel on the New York 
Mercantile Exchange. Crude for July delivery was trading at $82.98 
at 8:43 a.m. Singapore time. The contract yesterday rose 0.8 percent 
to $83.32.

Philipp Hildebrand, who resigned as head of the Swiss central bank in 
January over a currency trade by his wife Kashya, is joining BlackRock 
Inc. as vice chairman.

13 June
Oil fell from the lowest close in eight months in New York before OPEC 
meets to discuss production quotas amid speculation the group won’t 
cut output as the global economy weakens.

Asian stocks fell, dragging the regional benchmark index to a one-
week low, as Spain’s credit rating was cut and economic reports in 
the U.S and Europe added to concern the global economy is slowing.
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Japanese stocks fell, reversing yesterday’s advance, as U.S. and 
European data added to concern the global economy is slowing and 
after borrowing costs climbed in Italy.

Chinese stocks fell after Credit Suisse Group AG cut its economic 
growth forecast for China and a Moody’s Investors Service downgrade 
of Spain’s sovereign rating hurt prospects for a resolution to Europe’s 
debt crisis.

14 June
Oil rose for a second day in New York on speculation that the Federal 
Reserve may take more steps to stimulate the economy and on 
OPEC’s call on members to cut production in excess of quotas.

Echo Entertainment Group Ltd., operator of Sydney’s only casino, 
plans to raise A$454 million ($455 million) selling new shares to investors 
at a discount to reduce debt and expand its high roller program.

Treasuries rose, halting a decline from yesterday, before U.S. data 
forecast to show production slowed and consumer confidence fell, 
adding to prospects that the Federal Reserve will take more steps to 
stimulate growth.

The dollar was set for weekly declines against most major peers 
before U.S. data that may show production slowed and consumer 
confidence fell, adding to the case for further monetary stimulus by 
the Federal Reserve.

15 June
Hedge funds raised their bullish commodity bets as mounting 
speculation that central banks will announce more economic stimulus 
halted a slide in prices and drove gold to its longest rally since August.

Asian stocks jumped, driving the regional benchmark index toward a 
one-month high, as concern over Greece exiting the euro eased after 
projections showed pro- bailout parties won enough seats to control 
parliament.

China’s stock-index futures rose as concern over Greece exiting the 
euro eased after projections showed politicians that support a bailout 
won enough seats to control parliament.

The euro rose to the strongest in almost a month as official projections 
showed pro-bailout parties won enough seats to control Greece’s 
parliament, easing concern the country would be forced from the 
currency bloc.


